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ABSTRACT
This study investigated kinematics of human accelerated sprinting through 50 m and examined whether there is transition and changes in acceleration strategies during the entire acceleration phase. Twelve male sprinters performed a 60-m sprint, during which step-to-step kinematics were captured using 60 infrared cameras. To detect the transition during the acceleration phase, the mean height of the whole-body centre of gravity (CG) during the support phase was adopted as a measure. Detection methods found two transitions during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting, and the acceleration phase could thus be divided into initial, middle, and final sections. Discriminable kinematic changes were found when the sprinters crossed the detected first transition—the foot contacting the ground in front of the CG; the knee-joint starting to flex during the support phase, terminating an increase in step frequency—and second transition—the termination of changes in body postures and the start of a slight decrease in the intensity of hip-joint movements, thus validating the employed methods. In each acceleration section, different contributions of lower-extremity segments to increase in the CG forward velocity—thigh and shank for the initial section, thigh, shank, and foot for the middle section, shank and foot for the final section—were verified, establishing different acceleration strategies during the entire acceleration phase. In conclusion, there are presumably two transitions during human maximal accelerated sprinting that divide the entire acceleration phase into three sections, and different acceleration strategies represented by the contributions of the segments to running speed are employed.
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INTRODUCTION
Sprint running (sprinting) is a high-speed locomotion mode. The winner of the 100-m race at the highest competitive level is considered the fastest man or woman in the world at that time. The 100-m race time is strongly correlated with maximal sprinting speed during the race (Bruggemann and Glad, 1990; Mäckala, 2007; Volkov and Lapin, 1979), and the time during which the sprinter can accelerate with maximal effort is limited to 5–7 seconds (Hirvonen et al., 1987; Margaria et al., 1966).

Because the maximal sprinting speed depends on the preceding increase in speed in the acceleration phase, the ability to accelerate is critical to 100-m race performance (Doolittle and Tellez, 1984; van Ingen Schenau et al., 1994). There are two typical running modalities during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting (Dillman, 1975). During the initial acceleration phase, especially at the first step, sprinters have a deeply hanging posture (i.e. a trunk leaning forward) that assists acceleration as the whole body’s centre of gravity (CG) is brought ahead of the base of the support and positioned close to the ground reaction force (GRF) vector (Debaere et al., 2013b; Kugler and Janshen, 2010; Novacheck, 1998; Celik and Piazza, 2013; Plamondon and Roy, 1984; Young et al., 2001). In contrast, at maximal speed, sprinters adopt an upright posture, as they cannot exert a propelling force that cancels the downward gravitational moment (Bosch and Klomp, 2005; Kunz and Kaufmann, 1981; Novacheck, 1998; Plamondon and Roy, 1984; Young et al., 2001). There are also great changes in the spatiotemporal variables of sprinting from the first step to maximal speed phase. The step length (SL) increases (Bruggemann and Glad, 1990; Gajer et al., 1999; Mäckala, 2007; Nagahara et al., 2014; Plamondon and Roy, 1984), the support time (ST) decreases (Nagahara et al., 2014; Plamondon and Roy, 1984), and the flight time increases (Nagahara et al., 2014; Plamondon and Roy, 1984) with an increase in sprinting speed during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting. Moreover, different manners of motions are recommended to sprint effectively; e.g. during the acceleration phase, speed development depends mainly on the powerful extensions of all major lower-extremity joints (Debaere et al., 2013b; Johnson and Buckley, 2001), and when the athlete reaches higher speeds, it is necessary to rotate the legs forwards and backwards relative to the hip joint and this limits a further increase in sprinting speed (van Ingen Schenau et al., 1994).

Owing to the aforementioned difference in running modalities that are adopted just after the start and at the maximal speed phase of sprinting, a concept of dividing the entire acceleration phase into sections has been developed (Bret et al., 2002; Debaere et al., 2013a; Delecuse, 1997; Mäckala, 2007; Nagahara et al., 2014). For instance, Nagahara et al. revealed that the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting can be divided into three sections, according to the changes in relationships between acceleration on the one hand and rates of changes in SL and step frequency (SF) on the other (Nagahara et al., 2014). Moreover, they supposed that the difference in the relationship of the acceleration with the rate of change in SL or SF responsible for the divisions is caused by changes in a pattern of running motion (Nagahara et al., 2014). On a practical basis, it has also been speculated that the running kinematics change abruptly between consecutive sections in what is called “transition” (Bosch and Klomp, 2005). However, it is still unknown whether there is a critical discrimination as a transition.
Although many studies have discussed various biomechanical aspects of sprinting, almost all are based on analyses at the specific spot of sprinting (Bezdics et al., 2008; Bezdics et al., 2014; Chapman and Caldwell, 1983; Charalambous et al., 2012; Debaere et al., 2013b; Hunter et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 2005; Jacobs and van Ingen Schenau, 1992; Johnson and Buckley, 2001; Kunz and Kaufmann, 1981; Mann and Herman, 1985; Mero et al., 1992; Nummela et al., 1994; Slawinski et al., 2010; Slawinski et al., 2013; Weyand et al., 2000). There are a small number of reports of what happens when the sprinter actually accelerates through multiple consecutive steps during the acceleration phase (Cavagna et al., 1971; Fukunaga et al., 1981; Morin et al., 2010; Morin et al., 2012; Nagahara et al., 2014; Plamondon and Roy, 1984), and there has never been detailed kinematic analysis of the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting. Knowledge gained from such conditions provides insights into the manner in which kinematics of a sprinter change during the discriminating transition point of the acceleration phase. The study of kinematics during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting of human participants clarifies the function of the human bipedal locomotor system in the extreme condition.

In this study, kinematic data for the entire acceleration phase (from the first step to the 50-m mark) of human maximal sprinting were obtained to clarify the consecutive changes in kinematics of accelerated sprinting. The aims of this study were (1) to verify whether there is a transition during the maximal accelerated sprinting and (2) to demonstrate the change in acceleration strategy based on the kinematic measures during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Table 1 gives the characteristics of 12 male Japanese sprinters who volunteered for this study. All participants were sprint (100 m and 200 m) specialists, and they were healthy and free from injury. The purposes, risks of involvement, and experimental conditions of the study were explained before the experiment, and written informed consent was obtained. The experimental procedures were conducted with the approval of the research ethics committee of the institute.

Experiments
After warming up, the participants twice performed a maximal-effort 60-m sprint. The sprint was treated as a 100-m race with starting blocks used and the participants using their own crouched starting position. Between trials, participants rested at least 15 minutes. All participants wore their own spiked shoes. The 60-m sprint time was measured using a photocell system connected to the starting gun (HL2-35, Tag Heuer, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland) and the start signal was recorded by a computer as a trigger signal.

Sixty infrared cameras (18 MX-T10, 30 MX-T20, and 12 MX-T40 cameras, 250 Hz) connected to a single computer through four MX Gigaget devices (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) captured three-dimensional coordinates of 47 retro-reflective markers affixed to the participant’s body with a volume (length×width×height) of ~50 m×1.5 m×2 m (Fig. 1A). The markers were placed on the third metacarpal heads of dorsal hands, styloid processes of ulnas and radii, medial and lateral epicondyles of humeruses, anterior and posterior parts of shoulders, tops of the acromions, toes, posterior of calcaneuses, medial and lateral parts of the first and fifth metatarsal heads, malleoli, femoral condyles, great trochanters, vertex, tragi, anterior and posterior of the suprasternal notch and xiphoid process, lateral lowest points of the ribs, anterior superior iliac spines, and posterior superior iliac spines. Segment end points were calculated from the three-dimensional coordinates of the markers according to a 15-segment body model consisting of hands, forearms, upper arms, feet, shanks, thighs, head, upper trunk, and lower trunk. End points were estimated depending on the joint or body segment in question. Markers affixed to the vertex, right and left of the third metacarpal heads of dorsal hands, toes, and posterior of calcaneuses were considered as end points of the segments. The midpoints of the markers affixed to the styloid processes of ulnas and radii, medial and lateral epicondyles of the humeruses, anterior and posterior parts of the shoulders, malleoli, and femoral condyles were taken as the joint centres of the wrists, elbows, shoulders, ankles, and knees, respectively. The midpoints of the markers affixed to the anterior and posterior parts of the suprasternal notch and left and right of the lateral lowest points of the ribs were respectively considered as the proximal end point of the head segment and the division point of the upper trunk and lower trunk. The hip joint centre was estimated using the method recommended by the Japan Clinical Gait Analysis Forum (A manual for the use of data interface file of gait analysis, 1992, Kanagawa (in Japanese)) as the most suitable for Japanese individuals, where the hip joint is defined as the point located 18% of the distance between the right and left great trochanters medially from the point located at one-third of the distance from the greater trochanter to the anterior superior iliac spine. The midpoint of the two hip joint centres was taken as the distal end point of the lower trunk. The end point coordinates were smoothed using a Butterworth digital filter at cut-off frequencies obtained using the residual method of Wells and Winter (Wells and Winter, 1980). The cut-off frequencies ranged from 17.5 to 22.5 Hz.

Data processing
CG relative and spatiotemporal variables
After reconstructing the data to two dimensions in the sagittal plane, the position of the CG was calculated with the 15-segment body model, using body segment parameters of Japanese athletes that were obtained with a procedure similar to Jensen’s mathematical modelling (Je et al., 1992b; Jensen, 1978), and by adding the typical mass of a running shoe (200 g)
Prior to the main experiment, we validated the kinematic-data-based estimation of the CG position (Eames et al., 1999; Segers et al., 2007). Five male sprinters (mean ± SD: age, 22.6±1.8 y; stature, 1.75±0.06 m; body mass, 65.5±4.7 kg; personal best 100-m time, 11.00±0.19 seconds) ran 5, 15, and 25 m three times with maximal effort from starting blocks. At the second, sixth, and tenth step during the individual trials, the coordinate data of the sprinters were obtained with the same experimental procedures as used in the main experiment with 10 cameras (MX-T20), and the GRFs were recorded using a force plate (Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland, model 9287C, 1000 Hz). CG positions of sprinters in all trials were estimated with the same body segments model in the main experiment. Additionally, CG positional displacements during the support phase were reliably calculated through the double integration of acceleration, which was deduced from GRFs, with respect to time. For 45 trials, CG displacements during the support phase calculated from the GRFs were compared with the associated CG displacements obtained from the kinematic data. Average measures of intra-class correlation coefficients were calculated and the values ranged from 0.90 to 0.98 for the vertical direction and were above 0.99 for the anterior–posterior direction (P<0.01). This indicates that the estimation of the CG position during accelerated sprinting using the kinematic data are reliable. Although we could not validate the estimation of the CG position with kinematic data for all steps during the entire acceleration phase as recorded in the main experiment, the results support the use of the kinematically estimated CG position and its change during maximal accelerated sprinting. The velocities of the CG were calculated by differentiating the kinematically estimated CG positions with respect to time.

To identify instants of the foot-strike and toe-off automatically, detection methods, using the instant of peak vertical acceleration of the toe marker for the foot-strike (Hreljac and Marshall, 2000; Nagahara and Zushi, 2013) and the next frame from the instant of the minimal vertical position of the toe marker for the toe-off (Nagahara and Zushi, 2013), were employed for all steps. The errors of these detection methods during the acceleration phase of maximal sprinting are plus or minus one frame when cameras are operating at 250 Hz (Nagahara and Zushi, 2013). Although the range of errors for the event detection is acceptable, the possible temporal error in the spatiotemporal variables was two frames (0.008 seconds) because it is possible that there were errors on both sides of a step or support phase. Therefore, it would be important to keep in mind the magnitude of the possible maximal errors as a limitation of the present study. SF was calculated as the inverse of step duration, which was determined from the foot-strike of one leg to the next foot-strike of the other leg. SL was calculated as the anterior–posterior distance between CG positions at the foot-strike of one leg and at the next foot-strike of the other leg. ST was obtained as the duration from the foot-strike to just before the toe-off. Support distance (SD) was the anterior–posterior distance that the CG moved during the support duration. Anterior support time (AST) was determined as the duration when the CG was behind the metatarsal phalangeal (MP) joint (centre of the markers on the medial and lateral parts of the first and fifth metatarsal heads), which was considered the location of the centre of pressure, of the support leg. The posterior support phase was determined as the duration when the CG was in front of the MP joint. Anterior support distance (ASD) was obtained as the anterior–posterior distance from the CG to the MP joint of the support leg at the foot-strike. The data from the first step after the starting blocks were cleared were used. Thus, the phase while feet were on the blocks was excluded.

**Kinematics of segments and joints**

The linear and angular kinematics of segments and joints were calculated. Angles of the segments were determined as the angles from the horizontal forward line to the segments comprising the vectors from the proximal ends to the distal ends (noting that the counter-clockwise direction from the right side view is positive). Joint angles of the hip and knee were the relative angles of the lower trunk and thigh (anterior side) and thigh and shank (posterior side). The direction of opening was considered as an extension of the joints. Angular velocities of segments and joints were calculated by differentiating the angles of the segments and joints with respect to time. The contributions of the lower-extremity segments to the CG horizontal velocity during the support phase, following the concept proposed in a previous study (Jacobs and van Ingen Schenau, 1992), were calculated by subtracting the anterior–posterior
velocities of distal end points of segments from those of associated proximal end points for the thigh, shank, and foot (noting that, in the case of the foot, the distal end point was the ground). Although there remains a contribution from other components that can be calculated by subtracting the anterior–posterior velocity of the hip (proximal end point of the thigh) from the velocity of the CG, the contribution is expected to be very small and is thus ignored here.

Identification of breakpoints of the entire acceleration phase
To determine the breakpoint (transition step) that divides the entire acceleration phase into sections, a criterion (a variable associated with a detection method) was needed. The CG height was adopted as the criterion for breakpoint detection because the CG reflects the change in movements of the lower extremities and trunk, and the CG can be reliably measured according to the results of the aforementioned sub-experiment. Changes in the average of the mean CG height relative to the stature during the support phase (CGMH) for all participants, which are plotted against average time from the first step to each step in Fig. 1B, seemed to comprise three regions, as mentioned in previous studies (Debaere et al., 2013a; Delecluse, 1997; Nagahara et al., 2014), according to the gradients, and it was expected that two breakpoints would be determined during the entire acceleration phase.

To detect the first breakpoint, we adopted a modified method, using a straight-line approximation, which was used in a previous study determining ventilatory thresholds (Neder and Stein, 2006). When employing this method, we approximated the CGMH with a first-order equation with respect to time (where the duration of each step was from the foot-strike of the first step to the foot-strike of each subsequent step) for three steps at first, and the number of steps used in the approximation was then increased step to step toward the last step, while calculating the mean of the absolute residuals for each approximation. Afterward, differences in the mean absolute residuals between adjacent steps were calculated. The first variable of the difference in the mean absolute residuals was for the third step and the remaining variables corresponded to the fourth step to just before the last step. A maximal value of the difference in the mean absolute residuals was used as a criterion to detect the breakpoint, and the step where the criterion appeared was adopted as the first breakpoint step as shown in Fig. 1B.

Although the method used for the first breakpoint could not work for the second breakpoint, the second breakpoint was determined using the V-slope method with two straight-line approximations, which was developed to detect an anaerobic threshold (Schneider et al., 1993). This method is able to detect a breakpoint of continuous data that follow two rectilinear slopes joined at some unknown point (breakpoint) (Jones and Molitoris, 1984). When employing this method, the CGMH from the eighth to the last step was divided into two regions at first, and the point dividing the two regions was moved within the range of data while approximating with two first-order equations with respect to time for those regions and calculating the mean absolute residuals of both approximations. The inter-region step where the minimum value of the means of absolute residuals appeared was taken as the second breakpoint step (Fig. 1B). The method was applied only from the eighth step to eliminate the effect of the first breakpoint.

For both methods of detecting the transition step, the detection is considered incorrect if the magnitude of increase in CGMH becomes large across the transition step. Moreover, in regard to the method of detecting the first transition, when the detected transition step was beyond the seventh step, the detection was decided as an incorrect detection, because we expected that the first transition step is located from the third to seventh step owing to the profile of change in the average CGMH.

Statistical analysis
Means and standard deviations of the variables at each step from the start and means and standard deviations of variables at each step before and after the breakpoints, which were calculated according to the individuals’ breakpoint steps, were calculated. The variables for 25 steps were taken as mean variables at respective steps during the entire acceleration phase, because the smallest number of steps taken by a participant—the participant having the longest average SL—was 25. To test the difference in slope of changes in variables around the breakpoints, a simple two-tailed t-test was conducted. In the t-test, the following procedures were conducted in reference to a previous gait transition study (Segers et al., 2007). To eliminate the effect of a mediolateral difference and a variability in human cyclic movement, the values from two and four steps before the first and second breakpoint steps to the breakpoint steps and from the breakpoint steps to three and four steps after the first and second breakpoint steps were linearly approximated with respect to time. The coefficients of gradients before and after the respective breakpoint steps were then adopted as the variables for the t-test. The number of steps used in the t-test of the first breakpoint corresponded to the expectation that the changes in variables would be relatively acute and to the earliest breakpoint being at the third step, providing only two steps before the breakpoint, while changes in variables around the second breakpoint were expected to be relatively small. Although some variables do not change linearly during the entire acceleration, changes in variables in the aforementioned limited range of steps can be represented by linear lines with gradients that represent the magnitude of the changes in variables, as is done in this study. Statistical significance was set to 5%.

To illustrate the average changes in sprinting motion, the coordinates of the segment end points for the best trials of all individuals were standardised and averaged in accordance with a previously proposed method (Ace et al., 2007). To calculate the average motion, first, the time-series data of coordinates during the support phase were normalised. As a second step, the relative position from the CG to the coordinates of each segment end point was divided by the stature of the individual. Finally, the relative coordinates in relation to the CG for all individuals were averaged and multiplied by the average stature of all individuals.

RESULTS
The times of 60-m sprints are given in Table 2. The standardised average sprinting motion at the foot-strike and just before the toe-off of the best trials of all 12 sprinters for 25 steps are shown in Fig. 2. As depicted in Fig. 2, sprinting motion changed step to step and the magnitude of the changes gradually became small toward the 25th step.

Fig. 3 presents the breakpoint (transition step) detection for all individual trials. Using our proposed breakpoint detection procedures, the first breakpoints were correctly detected for 20 of 24 trials and ranged from the third to sixth step and the second breakpoints were correctly detected for 23 of 24 trials and ranged from the 10th to 20th step (Table 2). The step numbers (average ± standard deviation) of the correctly detected first and second breakpoints were 4.4±0.9 and 14.1±2.0, respectively.

Changes in spatiotemporal and kinematic variables
Figs 4 and 5 illustrate changes in spatiotemporal and kinematic measures during the entire acceleration phase. Means for each variable are the average values at respective steps for the best trials of 12 individuals. The sub-charts in each graphic of figures show the changes in variables before (two steps for the first breakpoint and four steps for the second breakpoint) and after (three steps for the first breakpoint and four steps for the second breakpoint) the breakpoints. In the case that the two breakpoints were correctly detected for two trials of an individual, the best trial was adopted to obtain the data prior to and after the breakpoints. For the participants P8, P11, and P12, the data of the first, first, and second trials, respectively, were used. Because both trials partially failed to detect the breakpoints, the data around the first and second breakpoints of the first and second trials, respectively, of participant P1 were used.

In accelerated sprinting, mean spatiotemporal variables of all individuals’ best trials changed as follows. Running speed
increased acutely during the initial phase and the magnitude of the increase became small (Fig. 4A), and changes in the SL had a profile similar to that of changes in running speed (Fig. 4D). The maximal values for the running speed and SL were, respectively, 10.04 ± 0.29 m s⁻¹ at the 23rd step and 2.14 ± 0.16 m at the 24th step. In contrast, SF increased until the fourth step and remained constant thereafter, although there was relatively large inter- and intra-individual variability (maximal value of 4.87 ± 0.16 Hz at the eighth step) (Fig. 4G). ST decreased rapidly to the fourth step and levelled off to the fifth step, and then decreased again gradually until reaching a minimum value (0.090 ± 0.006 s) at the 20th step (Fig. 4B). SD increased to the second step and levelled off to the fourth step, and then increased again to the fifth step and was roughly constant thereafter to a maximal value (0.89 ± 0.06 m) at the 24th step (Fig. 4C). AST was almost zero until the fourth step and increased rapidly from the fifth step; the magnitude of the increase gradually became smaller and the value was maximal (0.026 ± 0.004 seconds) at the 24th step (Fig. 4E). ASD was less than zero up to the fourth step, and increased beyond zero at the fifth step and then gradually increased until the 24th step (0.26 ± 0.04 m) (Fig. 4F).

Around the first breakpoint, the gradients of changes in running speed, SF, ST, SD, and AST changed significantly. Around the second breakpoint, the gradients of changes in running speed and ST changed significantly.

As shown in Fig. 5A, CGMH increased rapidly until the fourth step and then more gradually until the 14th step, after which the CGMH remained approximately constant; the maximal value (54.9 ± 1.5%) appeared at the 25th step. The mean height of the support hip relative to stature (hip-MH) increased acutely to the fourth step and gradually thereafter until the 23rd step (49.6 ± 1.1%) (Fig. 5B). The mean height from the support hip to the CG in relation to stature (hip-CG-MH) increased until approximately the 15th step and remained approximately constant thereafter (maximal value of 5.4 ± 0.7% at the 25th step) (Fig. 5C). The mean head angle during the support phase (hereafter simply referred to as the head angle) increased until around the 15th step, after which it remained approximately constant, reaching a maximal value at the 24th step (91.2 ± 7.3˚) (Fig. 5D). The mean upper-trunk angle during the support phase (hereafter simply referred to as the upper-trunk angle) increased to the 16th step and then more gradually; the maximal value was 75.7 ± 5.6˚ at the 25th step (Fig. 5E). The mean lower-trunk angle during the support phase (hereafter simply referred to as the lower-trunk angle) increased gradually to the 16th step and then remained approximately constant; the maximal value was 84.7 ± 7.4˚ at the 24th step (Fig. 5F). The mean contribution of the thigh to the running speed during the anterior support phase (thigh-VA) was roughly constant during the acceleration phase, although there was no anterior support phase during the early part of acceleration, and the maximal value was 3.35 ± 0.52 m s⁻¹ at the 11th step (Fig. 5G). The mean contribution of the shank to the running speed during the anterior support phase (shank-VA) increased with the number of steps, reaching a maximal value

Table 2. Times of 60-m sprints and the first and second breakpoints identified for all participants’ trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>60-m time [s]</th>
<th>Breakpoint step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trial 1</td>
<td>Trial 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>7.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>7.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>7.27 (0.16)</td>
<td>7.26 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Step numbers that were not correctly identified. The mean and standard deviation of breakpoints exclude the incorrectly identified breakpoints.

Fig. 2. Changes in average sprinting motion during the entire acceleration phase. The stick figures illustrate the body segment positions at the foot-strike and just before the toe-off from the 1st to 25th step. Numbers in the figure indicate the respective steps. The red figures overlapping the black figures are those immediately before the respective steps. The MP joint was used as a reference to adjust the horizontal positions of the stick figures of adjacent steps.
at the 25th step (5.79 ± 0.44 m·s⁻¹) (Fig. 5H). The mean contribution of the foot to the running speed during the anterior support phase (foot-VA) was maintained during the acceleration phase; the maximal value was 0.97 ± 0.27 m·s⁻¹ at the 24th step (Fig. 5I). The mean contribution of the thigh to the running speed during the posterior support phase (thigh-VP) gradually increased until the 13th step and subsequently remained approximately constant; the maximal value was 5.14 ± 0.42 m·s⁻¹ at the 21st step (Fig. 5J). The mean contribution of the shank to the running speed during the posterior support phase (shank-VP) had a profile similar to that of the thigh during the first half of the acceleration phase and gradually levelled off; the maximal value was 2.68 ± 0.33 m·s⁻¹ at the 23rd step (Fig. 5K). The mean contribution of the foot to the running speed during the posterior support phase (foot-VP) increased at a slightly decreasing rate; the maximal value was 2.82 ± 0.30 m·s⁻¹ at the 23rd step (Fig. 5L). The peak knee angular velocity during the support phase increased to the eighth step and then gradually decreased slightly; the maximal value was 730 ± 73°·s⁻¹ at the 12th step (Fig. 5O).

Around the first breakpoint, the gradients of changes in CGMH, hip-MH, lower-trunk angle, thigh-VA, thigh-VP, foot-VP, and the mean hip angular velocity during the support phase changed significantly. Around the second breakpoint, the gradients of changes in CGMH, hip-MH, hip-CG-MH, head and upper- and lower-trunk angles, thigh-VA, thigh-VP, foot-VP, and the mean hip angular velocity during the support phase changed significantly.

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this is the first time that the kinematics of sprinting has been measured through the entire acceleration phase. According to the results obtained in this study, the methods for breakpoint detection are validated and the characteristics of transition when sprinters cross the breakpoints are illustrated in the first part of the discussion. In the second part, different acceleration strategies in the sections determined by the breakpoints are briefly demonstrated according to the step-to-step...
changes in spatiotemporal and kinematic variables during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting.

**Breakpoint detection and transitions and sections of accelerated sprinting**

Although the presented methods partially failed to detect the breakpoints, we found discriminable changes in the kinematics of sprinters, representing the transition relating to the crossing of our determined breakpoints, which enhances the validity of our methods. For the first transition, a typical alteration of spatiotemporal and kinematic measures can be seen in Fig. 4B,C,E,G and Fig. 5A,B,N. Fig. 6 shows the changes in a knee-joint angle during the support phase before and after the detected first breakpoint. The phenomenon before and after the first transition step was as follows. Sprinters accelerated with a rapid increase in SF and a rapid decrease in ST, contacting their foot on the ground behind the CG, a rapid increase in hip extension velocity, and no knee flexion during the support phase toward the first transition step, which indicates that the sprinters tried to accelerate step to step with pushing motion and increasing movement frequency until the transition step. In this process, the propulsive impulse that compensates the gravitational rotation force presumably suddenly could not be exerted (at the first transition step), and it might become necessary to change motion at the next step by contacting the foot far forward and starting to flex the knee during the support phase to keep balance. This adaptation probably resulted in a suspension of the decrease in ST (Fig. 4B), an abrupt increase in SD (Fig. 4C), and termination of the rapid increase in CG and hip heights (Fig. 5A,B). Whereas it is unclear how this adaptation of movement is controlled, the adaptation occurred during the swing phase according to the results of ASD. This change in ASD probably resulted in the knee flexion during the support phase, and the knee flexion during the support phase after the transition step presumably led to the production of larger forces at knee and ankle joints during the support phase, for a further increase in running speed, owing to stretch shortening cycle activity of extensor (plantar flexor) muscles at these joints (noting that knee flexion preceding extension during the support phase enhances the ankle plantar flexion) (Cavagna et al., 1971; Fukunaga et al., 1981). Moreover, although it is difficult to conclude the reason why the abrupt change happens, one possible reason is that the attractor of the human cyclic motion (Diedrich and Warren, 1995; Haken et al., 1985) keeps pulling in the sprinter’s motion until the sprinter is unable to increase the movement frequency.

Figs 4 and 5 show that changes in sprinting motion, especially changes in head and trunk postures and CG height (Fig. 5A–F), became stable after sprinters crossed the second transition step, although the transition was gradual. Interestingly, the mean hip angular velocity during the support phase (Fig. 5N) decreased...
from the second transition step while running speed increased (hip angular displacement, as seen in Fig. 5M, also decreased from the second transition step, although there was no significant difference in gradient around the transition step). Additionally, thigh-VP levelled off from the second transition step (Fig. 5J). Along with the first transition, it is difficult to conclude the reason why these changes happen. However, it is obvious that the strategy of acceleration changed around the second transition step while running speed increased (hip angular displacement, as seen in Fig. 5M, also decreased from the second transition step, although there was no significant difference in gradient around the transition step). Additionally, thigh-VP levelled off from the second transition step (Fig. 5J).
step. Moreover, it is speculated that a stable upright trunk posture leads to increased muscle tension in front of the body, especially in the case of the iliopsoas muscle (Morin et al., 2008). Thus, sprinters seem to become able to swing the leg forward more quickly (Dorn et al., 2012) with a small range of motion possible along with reduced hip extension velocity before the toe-off. Additionally, the increase in iliopsoas muscle tension during the early swing phase, tilting the pelvis forward, induces substantial hamstring stretch in the opposite limb (Chumanov et al., 2007). This hamstring stretch before the foot-strike has the potential to increase the shank backward velocity and propulsive impulse during the following support phase and thus increase the SL (Mero and Komi, 1987). Consequently, according to the concept that the stable trunk posture affects force production capability in lower extremities, it is plausible that the range (time or distance) of acceleration with inclined trunk posture is limited, and there is another acceleration strategy with stable upright trunk posture. Moreover, it seems that the stable upright posture leads the second transition during the entire acceleration of human maximal sprinting.

Previous studies have reported results comparable to the results of our study. Plamondon and Roy showed that the braking force and impulse abruptly increase from the fifth step (Plamondon and Roy, 1984). This abrupt increase in braking force can also be seen in the study by Morin et al., which showed the change in a typical GRF profile during accelerated sprinting on an instrumented self-driven treadmill (Morin et al., 2010). Moreover, Fukunaga et al. reported that the knee joint started to flex during the support phase from the fifth step in maximal accelerated sprinting (Fukunaga et al., 1981). These previous studies support our findings at the first transition. There is only one study that can be compared with our study regarding the variables at the second transition. Plamondon and Roy presented step-to-step changes in trunk angle during the acceleration phase and found that the angle became stable from the 14th step (Plamondon and Roy, 1984), which is in line with the results of our study. Additionally, the average step numbers of the two transitions are in accordance with the discriminating steps determined for different acceleration sections by Nagahara et al. (Nagahara et al., 2014), although the number of steps for the second transition slightly differs; the final section started at the 16th step in the previous study and the second transition step was at the 14th step in our study.

Our methods incorrectly detected the first and second breakpoints in 17% and 4% of trials, respectively. In the case of the first breakpoint, the steps determined for three trials (Fig. 3B,P,V) were beyond the expected range (up to the seventh step), although there visually appears to be another breakpoint at the second (Fig. 3B), second (Fig. 3P), and third steps (Fig. 3V). The remaining case (Fig. 3W) of the incorrect determination of the first breakpoint related to the peak value of the difference in mean absolute residuals indicating a change in gradient contrary to that expected; i.e. the breakpoint was determined where the change in CGMH became large rapidly, although we intended to detect the breakpoint where the change in CGMH becomes small. In the case of the incorrectly detected second breakpoint (Fig. 3A), the second approximation line was steeper than the first, which was not anticipated.

The findings of our study provide insight into the human locomotor system under an extreme condition; i.e. maximal accelerated sprinting. The fact that the breakpoints were determined within a relatively limited number of steps shows that the discriminable changes in kinematics—the transition—possibly result from some sort of constraints in the nature of the human locomotor system. Moreover, in regard to the first transition, which is likely inefficient, even though the participants in this study were very well trained sprinters, the phenomenon of the transition could be found. This indicates that the phenomenon may be inevitable. Although the kinematic aspects of transition in human maximal accelerated sprinting were revealed in our study, the kinematic changes are produced by kinetic changes and these are driven by muscle contraction. The speculated sources of the abrupt changes in kinematics around the transitions in this study should be confirmed by investigating the kinetics and an electromyogram.

**Spatiotemporal and kinematic characteristics of maximal accelerated sprinting**

Three acceleration sections (the initial section, from the first step to the first breakpoint; the middle section, from the first breakpoint to the second breakpoint; the final section, from the second breakpoint to the step when the running speed became maximal), having different acceleration strategies, are determined according to our two detected breakpoints. In the initial section, sprinters contacted the foot on the ground behind the body and extended the hip and knee with increasing SL and SF to increase running speed (Fig. 4D,F,G, Fig. 5N, Fig. 6). Moreover, they elevated the CG rapidly with changes in the support leg (Fig. 5A,B) and trunk posture (the contribution of the leg to the elevation was relatively large) (Fig. 5C,E,F), and thigh-VP and shank-VP equivalently increased in the initial acceleration section (Fig. 5J,K). In the middle section, sprinters accelerated with increasing SL, and they contacted the foot on the ground in front of the body with flexion–extension movement of the knee during the support phase (Fig. 4E,F, Fig. 6). Additionally, the changes in head and trunk postures mainly raised the CG in the middle section (Fig. 5C–F). Sprinters increased shank-VA (Fig. 5H), and increases in thigh-VP, shank-VP, and foot-VP were almost the same in the middle acceleration section (Fig. 5J,K,L). Here, it would be better to note that the peak knee extension velocity during the support phase became stable after reaching the eighth step in the middle section as shown in Fig. 5O, which means that the active knee extension during the support phase terminated at that step. Thus, when focusing on this distinctive change in knee motion during the support phase, the middle acceleration section is possibly divided into two further parts. In the final section, the increase in running speed was still attributed to SL (Fig. 4D), and
changes in the other spatiotemporal variables except for ASD were minimal (Fig. 4B, C, E, F). Furthermore, changes in CGMH and head and trunk angles were stable in the final section (Fig. 5A–F), while the range and velocity of the hip motion slightly decreased (Fig. 5M, N). To increase the running speed in the final acceleration phase, only shank-VA and foot-VP increased (Fig. 5H, L). Altogether, the results obtained for segment contributions reveal that different segments are responsible for the accelerations in different sections in terms of contribution to the running speed; i.e. the thigh and shank in the initial section, the thigh, shank, and foot in the middle section, and the shank and foot in the final section. This supports the concept of different acceleration strategies in human maximal accelerated sprinting.

After the average running speed reached a maximum at the 23rd step, SL, shank-VA, and foot-VP continued to increase (Fig. 4D, Fig. 5H, L). Previous studies (Ae et al., 1992a; Gajan et al., 1999; Moravec et al., 1988) have demonstrated that the SL and flight time increase throughout a 100-m race, whereas the running speed increases and then decreases. Thus, continued increases in the variables observed in our study are in line with the results of the previous studies. These results demonstrate that the mechanism of running during the deceleration phase is different from that during the acceleration phase, even though the running speeds are the same.

As a limitation of the present study, although we verified the transitions during the entire acceleration phase of maximal sprinting for all participants (with partial failures of detections), all participants were well-trained sprinters. It would be of interest to investigate maximal sprinting during the entire acceleration phase for non-trained adults or children to confirm the transitions to be a result of constraints of the human locomotor system.

Conclusion
This study documented the step-to-step changes in kinematics of human maximal sprinting during the entire acceleration phase. According to the changes in CG height, two breakpoints during the entire acceleration phase were detected. Discriminable kinematic changes were found when the sprinters crossed the detected first transition—the foot starting to contact the ground in front of the CG, the knee-joint starting to flex during the support phase and the termination of the increase in step frequency with suspension of the decrease in support time—and second transition—the termination of changes in body postures and the start of a slight decrease in the intensity of hip-joint movements. Consequently, we conclude that there are probably two transitions during human maximal accelerated sprinting. In the different acceleration sections delimited by transition steps, different acceleration strategies, especially changes in the contributions of lower-extremity segments (i.e. thigh and shank for the initial section, thigh, shank, and foot for the middle section, and shank and foot for the final section), are employed to increase running speed.
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